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ABSTRACT 
The Friedrichs operator of a quadrature domain is a finite rank operator which 
appears in the joint diagonalization f the Bergman space scalar product and its real 
part, regarded as a real symmetric form. This note relates ome general aspects of the 
theory of pairs of hermitian or symmetric forms to the specific case of the Friedrichs 
operator. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1~ be a bounded omain of the complex plane, and let Po denote the 
Bergman projection. The antilinear operator F~(f) = P~(f) acting on func- 
tions f of the Bergman space of 1~ is known as the Friedsichs operator of 
the domain ~. In this note we focus on the class of quadrature domains, 
characterized by the fact that their Friedrichs operator has finite rank (see 
[6]). More precisely, we relate the Friedrichs operator of a quadrature 
domain 1~ to other finite rank matrices constructed with the aid of the 
Bergman metric or the moments of lq. In particular we derive some bounds 
for the eigenvalues of F~ in terms of these data. 
The Friedrichs operator appeared in an interesting paper of K. Friedrichs 
[1], where the simultaneous diagonalization of the Bergman space scalar 
product and the bilinear form given by integration was related to some 
classical elasticity problems. It was Friedrichs who forsaw in [1] that the 
eigenvalues in this diagonalization process (endowed now in the Friedrichs 
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operator) reflect geometric properties of the underlying domain. This thesis 
was strengthened, by H. S. Shapiro and his school, who have studied the 
Friedrichs operator with complex analytic methods and have saved Friedrichs's 
original work from oblivion; see [6, 7]. Very recently, Peng Liu and R. 
Roehberg [4] have found geometric onditions on the boundary of fl which 
insure Schatten-von Neumann growth conditions for the eigenvalues of the 
Friedrichs operator Fn. 
Our note is motivated by the recent remark that a quadrature domain is 
determined by finitely many of its complex moments; see [5]. On the other 
hand, the general theory of pairs of matrices can be applied to the concrete 
situation of a quadrature domain and give some nontrivial relations between 
the determining moment matrix, a related Bergman metric matrix, and the 
Friedriehs operator. We do not discuss below the extremal problems related 
to the Friedrichs operator (briefly mentioned in [7]) or the relation to Hankel 
operators (which appears in [4]). For the general theory of matrices we refer 
to the excellent monograph by Horn and Johnson [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
l_~t ~ be a bounded omain of the complex plane, and let L2~(f~) denote 
the Bergman space of YL For points z, ff ~ fl we denote by k~(() the 
Bergman kernel, that is, 
(h, kz> = f h( ; )kz( ; )  dA(;) --h(~) 
for all elements h ~ L2a(~). Throughout this note dA stands for the planar 
Lebesgue measure. Also, we denote as usual ~ = ~/~5. 
The bounded omain ~ c C is called a quadrature domain if there are 
points a i~f~,  (1 ~<i~<n') and complex constants cJ [0<<.j <~n(i)- 1] 
such that the mechanical quadrature identity 
n' n ( i ) -  1 
fn hdA = E E cJh~J~(a,) (1) 
i=1 j=0 
holds for every function h ~ L2a(l'~). The integer n = n(1) + "-" +n(n') is 
called the order of the quadrature domain ~. 
The quadrature domains tend to be rigid in many respects. For instance, 
all quadrature domains of order one are disks; see [7]. However, a simple 
classification or constructive approach to quadrature domains is far from 
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being completed. The article [2] and the monograph [7] by H. S. Shapiro 
contain several novel and quite unexpected facts related to the theory of 
quadrature domains, 
To simplify notation we put 
k,: =~Jkzl . . . .  [0<~j <~ n(i) -- 1, 1 <~ i <~ n']. 
Without always mentioning it explicitly, the range of the indices i and j will 
be fixed to be as in the formula (1). Thus we can write the identity (1) as 
f hda = Eci<h, ki> [h~L~(a)] .  
i,j 
Let Fn(h) = Pa(h) be the Friedrichs operator of the quadrature domain 
II. Then 
ffthgdA = ( h, Fn( g)> [g, h ~ L~(a)].  (2) 
It is known that F~ is a nonnegative operator on L2a(l-l), of finite rank; see 
[6]. Let m be the rank of F~, and let 
1= ~(F~) >~ ~(F,~) >~ --. ~> ~.~(F,~) 
be the nonzero eigenvalues of F 2. (Always the greatest eigenvalue is equal to 
1; see [1, Remark 8.1]). Hence Ak(F 2) = 0 for all k > m. Throughout his 
note we denote 
• / _2" ,1 /2  
A k = Ak[/~) (k >/ 1). 
Let ~b k ~ L~(fI) (k >/ 1), be a doubly orthogonal system of eigenvectors 
of the operator F a, that is, a system of vectors satisfying 
(6k,~bt> = Skl, f ~k6ldA = Ak~kZ (k,l>~ 1). 
The details of the construction of such an orthogonal system appear in [1, 
Theorem 8.4] together with some explicit examples (ellipses and circles) and 
some general extremal properties. Notice that always ~b 1 is a constant 
function. 
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Let h ~ L~(ll). According to (2) we obtain 
(Fa(h))(J)(ai) =(Fa(h),k])  = fn hkJ~ dA. 
For two functions g, h ~ L~(II) we then have 
< F~h, g) = ( Fo(g) ,  Fa(h))  = f~Fa(g)h dA 





= ~j~__oCJ({)(Pa(-~),g)(h,k 1-') 
In conclusion, we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The square of the Friedrichs operator of a quadrature domain 
can be written as 
i,j,l \ t  
In particular, (3) shows that 
m = rank F~ ~< n = order(f~). 
Our next aim is to put (3) in a simple matricial form. Let I be the set of 
all pairs of indices (i, j) [1 <~ i <~ n', 0 <~j <<. n(i) - 1]. For a function 
h ~ L2a(ll) we consider the vector in C n with the components 
• (h )  = 





be the Fourier decomposition of h into the basis ~bp. Then 
On the other hand 
fll hdpq dA = hqh q (q ~> 1). 
fah4)q dA = Ecl(hrhq)(J)( a,). 
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[ n(~-- I . 
l ( l ,  i )e  I 
has rank equal to m. 
The coefficient 
( , ? (a , ) ) .  ,,o,; l.<q.< m 
Therefore we obtain a linear system: 
E ~=o cj h(J-t)(ai)q~O(a,) = hqhq (q >1 1). (4) 
( i , j )~A l 
Equivalently, the relations (4) can be written as 
~'~ cJ h(J-h(a~) ¢~t)(a~) = hqhq (q >~ 1). (5) 
(i,l)el [ j=l 
Since we can choose the coefficients h1 . . . . .  h m arbitrarily, the matrix 
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in (5) can be interpreted in a more compact form as follows. Let i (1 ~< i ~< n') 
be fixed, and consider the matrix 
C i 
c o c . . .  c ; ' ( '>-  1' 
3)c , ... o 
c~ 0)-2 [ ~ ~[n(iJl-1)cn(O-t 0 "" 0 
~ g 
c~(O- 1 0 0 ... 0 
The matrix C~ is complex symmetric, and on each antidiagonal ppears one of 
the numbers e{ times the binomial coefficients in their natural order. Since 
by assumption c~ (°- 1 =/= O, the matrix C i is invertible. 
Let us define the invertible symmetric n × n matrix 
C =C~ • C 2 ~ ' "~C~, .  
Then Cx(h) is exactly the coefficient in the equations (5). Moreover, some of 
the equations (5) read as 
[4)(')(ai)]'Cx(h) =0 (q >m) .  
Because the point x(h) can be chosen arbitrarily in C" and the matrix C is 
invertible, we obtain 
~b~tl(ai) = 0 [q > m, ( i ,1)  ~ I ] .  (6) 
LEMMA 2. Let F~ be a bounded quadrature domain. With the preceding 
notation, the finite dimensional vector space 
S = {h ~ L~(f~); h(t)(ai) = O, ( i , l )  ~ I} ± 
is generated by either of the following two bases: {k J; (i, j )  ~ I} or {~bq; 1 ~< 
q <~ m}. In particular 
rank F n = order(l~). 
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Proof. It is clear that {k]; (i, j )  ~ I} is a basis of the vector space in the 
statement. On the other hand, Equation (6) shows that all vectors {&q; q > m} 
are orthogonal to the same vector space S. Thus S is included in the linear 
span of the vectors {&q; 1 ~< q ~< m}. But we know from Lemma 1 that 
m ~ n. Hence {~bq; 1 ~ q ~ m} is also a basis of S, and consequently m = n. 
From the comparison of the above two bases of the vector space S we 
will derive some information about the Friedrichs operator of the domain ~. 
Let 
ki = Z ~,j~4,~ [(~,j)  ~ I1 (7) 
q=l 
be the transition formula from one basis to another. Denote by 
r = ('}//q)(i,j)E I;l<~q<~n 
the corresponding invertible transition matrix. Denote by 
A = diag( A 1 . . . . .  A,) 
the restriction of the modulus of the Friedrichs operator (A = IF~l~/2), 
represented in the basis of its eigenvectors. Notice that A is a positive 
complex linear operator which has the same eigenvectors as the antilinear 
operator Fa. Denote by 
K = (<ki, kl,'>)(,.j), (,, j,,~, 
the covariance matrix of the first basis, which is in fact the Bergman kernel 
and some of its derivatives, evaluated at the points a~ (1 <~ i <<. n'). 
By taking scalar products in (7) for different values of the indices 
(i , j) ~ I, we obtain 
K = r r* .  (s) 
Similarly, we compute 
fnkJjJ; dA = ~ y/qAqy~'q = (rAr')(, , j) ,( , ,  f) 
q=l 
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and 
# J " (#) fnklk!,'da= E ~(k,k,~,) (a~) 
(a,~)~I 
= E ~gE (~i)('(ao)(k¢)(~ '(ao) 
(a,~)~I /=0 
l ~ ~ ~-1 
(a,~)eI /=o ~ l 
= (KCKt)(~,j),(<j'). 
In conclusion we obtain the following simple formula: 
ta r '  = KCK'. (9) 
From this point on we exploit Equations (8) and (9) and the general 
theory of matrix factorizations. 
3. THE MAIN FACTORIZATION 
Let ~ be a quadrature domain of order n, satisfying the quadrature 
identity (1), and let K (the Bergman kernel evaluated at the nodes a i) and C 
(the symmetric matrix formed by the quadrature coefficients cJ) be the 
associated n X n matrices. We denote as before by A the diagonal n × n 
matrix having on the diagonal the square roots of the positive eigenvalues of 
the square of the Friedrichs operator of ~. Then we have the following 
simple relation between these data. 
THEOREM 1. Let f~ be a quadrature domain of  order n with the 
corresponding n x n matrices K, C, A. Then there is a unitary n x n matrix 
U, such that 
K1 /2C(K1/2)  t = UAU t. (10) 
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In other terms, (10) is the canonical Takagi factorization of the symmetric 
matrix K1/zC(K1/2)t; see [3, Section 4.4]. 
Proof. The relation (8) shows that the polar decomposition of the 
transition matrix F is F = K1/2U, where U is a unitary n × n matrix. 
According to (9) we obtain 
r r *c ( r *yr '  = ra t  ~, 
whence 
h = r*c ( r * ) '  -- U*KI/2C(KI/2)t(u*)t, 
which is the desired relation (10). 
COROLLARY 1. There are unitary n × n matrices U 1 and U 2 such that 
I(K1/2) tC*KI/21 = UI*AU1 (11) 
and 
K1/2CKt~K1/2 = U~A2U2. (12) 
Proof. Starting with relation (10) we have 
(K ' /~) 'C*K  ~/~ = (v* 'v* ) (vav* ) .  
But U*tU * is unitary and UAU* is positive; therefore (11) follows. The proof 
of (12) is similar; see [3, Corollary 4.4.4]. • 
Corollary 1 is particularly interesting when for instance C is a multiple of 
the identity matrix. 
Below, and throughout he rest of the note, we denote by hk(X) the 
eigenvalues of the nonnegative matrix X, arranged in decreasing order. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let C = VDV t, (V*V = I, D > 0 diagonal) be the 
Takagi factorization of the matrix C. Then 
Xk(F~) = [~Ak(D)] ~, (13) 
where An(K) ~< O" k ~< hi(K) (1 ~< k ~< n). 
This corollary follows from Theorem 4.5.13 in [3], which in its turn 
generalizes classical results due to Weyl and Ostrowski. It is the best result 
concerning bounds of eigenvalues one can expect from the factorization (10). 
Suppose that the quadrature identity (1) is given by a positive measure 
rather than a distribution. In this case 
C = diag(c o , c o . . . . .  e ° ) 
and C is a positive matrix. Then Corollary 2 becomes simpler, because 
C = D. Also, under these assumptions we note the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the quadrature identity (1) is given by a 
positive measure. Then there is a complex orthogonal n x n matrix 0 such 
that 
CI/2KC 1/'z = O*AO. (14) 
Proof. According to the identities (8) and (9), 
A = r*c ( r * )  t 
Therefore O = A 1/eF*C1/2 is an orthogonal matrix (00  t= I). Hence 
F*C 1/2= AI/20, so, replacing F by its polar decomposition, we obtain 
U*K 1/2C1/2 = A1/20. Since U is unitary, (14) follows. • 
One can prove by elementary methods that the factorization (14) is also 
unique, and it implies (8) and (9), and hence it is equivalent o Takagi's 
factorization (10). We leave the details to the reader. 
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4. THE BERGMAN KERNEL AND THE MOMENT MATRIX 
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Let 1~ be a quadrature domain of order n. It was proved in [5] that there 
is a constructive way of determining l't from the moment matrix 
(akl)o<~k, l~n, akz = ftlzk~ ldA. 
In fact, if the nodes a i (1 ~< i ~< n') are known, the smaller moment matrix 
M = (akl)o<~k, l~n-1 
suffices to determine ~. 
Whether a similar uniqueness and determination phenomenon is valid for 
the Friedrichs operator is an open question. More precisely, is the Friedrichs 
operator, or say its spectrum, a complete invariant for f~ up to translations 
and rotations? (See [7, Chapter 8] for the background of this question and 
ample related comments about the Friedrichs operator.) 
The present section contains a simple matrix inequality between the 
moment matrix M and the Bergman kernel K, in an attempt to understand, 
for a prescribed M, the possible range of K and implicitly, via Theorem 1, of 
A (i.e. the spectrum of the Friedrichs operator). We keep in the sequel all 
notational conventions of the previous ections. 
Let p(z) = (z - a l  )n(1) - ' -  ( z  - an,) "("') be the polynomial of degree 
n = order(~) which vanishes, with the correct multiplicities, at the quadra- 
ture nodes. Let us consider the following subspace of the Bergman space: 
S' = lin span{zk; 0 ~< k ~< n - 1} c L2(I~). 
The subspace S', as well as the subspace S = lin span{k~; ( i , j )  ~ I) intro- 
duced earlier in Section 2, is an algebraic omplement of pL~(f~). Speaking 
heuristically, S' carries the moment matrix M, and it is spanned by some 
Fixed external coordinates (z k 0 ~< k 4 n - 1), while S carries the Bergman 
kernel K and the Friedrichs operator A, and it is intrinsically related to the 
domain fL The angle between these two spaces is the object of the following 
computations. 
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Let (i, j )  ~ I be fixed, and write 
n-1  n -1  
kl = E elk zk + gJ = E f~Jk zk +h i ,  
k=0 k=0 
where gJ ± S and hl ± S'. Then 
n-1  




(zl)(J)[ . . . .  = <ki, gl> = E fiJkakl • 
k=0 
Let us denote 
E (eJk)(,. j,~ 1; 0,~k ~n-X,  
and 
F = (f~Jk)(4, j)~ I; 0¢k ~n- 1, 
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V ~\ Z I Iz~at]O~k~n_ 1; (i,j)el" 
Notice that all three matrices E, F, V are n × n and invertible. The previous 
computations can he written in short as 
K = EV V* = FM. (15) 
The matrix V is a Vandermonde type matrix determined only by the 
quadrature nodes, while E is determined by V and the Bergman matrix K, 
and F is determined by the moment matrix M and V. With this notation and 
observations we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. The Bergman matrix K is related to the moment matrix 
M by the relation K = EMF* and by the inequalities 
FMF* <<. K <~ EME*. (16) 
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Proof. Only the inequalities (16) need a proof. Let v = ~'o.j)~ ~vJ~ kj be 
an arbitrary vector in the subspace S. Then 
v' = ~_, v?elk z k and v" = ~_~ v[f/k z k 
( i , j )~ I ;  O~k <~n-1 ( i , j )~ l ;  O<~k ~n-1  
are both vectors of the subspace S'. Moreover, we remark that (v - v') 3_ S 
and (v - v") 3_ S'. Therefore IIv"ll ~< Ilvll ~< IIv'll. Written in coordinates 
these inequalities become 
z 
i , j , i ' j ' , k ' , l  
Y'. (kl,  k;3vJ vJ' i' - i i' 
i , j , i ' , j ' , k , l  
<~ ~. ( eJ k ( zk , z' > eJ:--'7 )vJ vJ, ---= . 
i , j , i ' , j ' , k , l  
But these are exactly the inequalities (16) in the statement. 
We leave it to the reader to derive the standard inequalities between the 
eigenvalues of K and M; see [3, Theorem 4.5.9]. 
COROLtaaY 4. If  one of the inequalities in (16) is an equality, then the 
quadrature domain fl is a disk. 
Proof. According to the proof of Proposition 1, if one of the inequalities 
(16) is equality, then the subspaces S and S' coincide. Suppose that f / i s  not 
a disk, that is, the order of ~ is not equal to one. Then z 3_ pL2a(fl), where 
p is the polynomial of degree n vanishing at the nodes of quadrature. In 
other terms, 
f ~h( z )p (  z) dA = 0 
for all h ~ L2a(f/). Let S(z) =f (z ) fp (z )  be the Schwarz function of the 
domain 1~; see [7] for details. Recall that S(z) = ~ for z ~ al~/and that f ( z )  
is an analytic function in II, continuous up to the boundary and without 
common zeros with p(z). Then by Stokes's theorem (the boundary of 1~ is 
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real algebraic) we find that 
foa~2h( z)P( Z) dz = 0 
for any function h(z) which is analytic in a neighborhood f ~. In particular, 
fa ef(z) dz o 
Z - -W 
m 
for every w ~ C \ ~. By the Sohotskii-Plemelj-Privalov formula, the func- 
tion ~f(g) = g(z) is continuously extendable from 8fl to an analytic func- 
tion g(z) defined in ~. By the uniqueness principle we obtain f2 /p  = g in 
the whole of 12, which contradicts he fact that f and p are relatively prime. 
The preceding proof shows that for all quadrature domains g~ and for all 
positive integers d, z d is not an element of the spectral subspace S of the 
Friedrichs operator generated bydthe igenvectors corresponding to nonzero 
eigenvalues. Expressed as dist(z , S) > 0, this observation leads to the fol- 
lowing inequality. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that the quadrature identity (1) is given by a 
positive atomic measure. Then for every positive integer d we have 
f lzl eddA(z) > ~ a/K-l(aj, al)~ d. (17) 
j,l=l 
Above, K-l(aj, a t) denotes the inverse of the matrix K(a k, at). 
Proof. Let f e L~a(fD and let P ( f )= Ey=,yjkj be the orthogonal 
projection of f on the subspace S. Then 
f(az) = (f,k~) = ~ yjK(aj, a~). 
j= l  
Let Y = (Y~ . . . . .  y.) and f(a) = ( f (a  1 . . . . .  f(a.)), both regarded as column 
vectors. The preceding computation is equivalent to K*T =f(a).  On the 
other hand 
<f, y ( f ) )  = ~ "~J(aj) = ytK~. 




I l f -  e( f ) I I  2 = Ilfll 2 - 2T~K-~ + T~K~ = Ilfll 2 - T~K~. 
In conclusion, for every element f ~ L2a(ft) we have proved the in- 
equality 
Ilfll z >~ f (a ) tK  -1 f (a )  , (18) 
and this is an equality if and only if f ~ S. 
Together with the observation preceding its statement, his completes the 
proof of Proposition 2. • 
Let us make the assumption that the quadrature identity (1) is given by a 
positive measure. Then the matrix C is diagonal and positive. Assume the 
quadrature nodes a/ and the coefficients c o (1 ~< i ~< n) fixed, and consider 
two quadrature domains ~ and ~t' with these data. According to (12), if 
K~ ~< K a, then A n ~< Aa,. In other words, the spectrum of the Friedrichs 
operator is monotonic as a function of the Bergman kernel K, in the family of 
domains atisfying the same quadrature identity. 
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